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SYNOPSIS
Ali, a 12-year-old small-town Turkish boy, recognizes injustice when he sees it. When
his dad was killed in a work accident, the farm blamed his dad. But Ali and his mum
know otherwise and they’ve sued in court, determined to see justice done. Meanwhile,
to help her make ends meet, Ali works in a village repair shop, putting the tips aside to
buy his blue dream bike!
Ali encounters injustice at school as well. Elif, the bright girl in his class who
is elected president of students’ council– and whom Ali adores – was supposed to represent their school at an event in the big city, but she is passed over by the principal
in favor of a new boy from a more prominent family. Enter Ali. Together with his best
friend Yusuf, Ali starts a campaign to support Elif. Ali will always fight for what is
right. His blue bike will have to wait.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Blue Bicycle is a story of young love, of dreams and of a quest for justice… It tells the
story of a small town boy, trying to make sense of what’s going on around him and
how he is capable of sacrificing the blue bicycle he has been dreaming of for a long,
long time to rectify an injustice he witnesses.
The hero of our story, Ali is on his way to become an adult. Losing his father
at an early age has put a heavy burden on his shoulders. The murky circumstances
surrounding the death of his father and his mother’s state of mind, heavily affected
by her loss, have all thrown Ali into confusion. He tries to adapt to the world of adults
and keep his childhood dreams alive. He gives the money he earns in the tire shop to
his mother and puts aside his tips to buy a blue bicycle.
It is important to me that young people watch Blue Bicycle. But though we started it as a project for young viewers, I hope adults will also be interested in the film.
Because one of my objectives is to remind adults what they were like when they were
kids and how they behaved. I want to remind them of the challenges they faced. I grew
up in a working class family, in a region where people work with their body and soul.
I mingled with all these people and I had the pleasure of working with children, who
never cease to inspire me. I think it is an edifying and amusing experience to view the
world from the perspective of young people through the use of such factors as scene,
atmosphere, and film music.
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MORE FROM THE WRITER/DIRECTOR/PRODUCER
ABOUT THE FILM
For so many years, I have been writing radio and stage plays. I’ve also written for
children and teenagers. After meeting Nursen Çetin Köreken, we started to combine
our works and for children and youth. We decided to make movies to reach a wider
audience. Toward that end we received training in film production, attended festivals,
seminars, and conferences. In order to unify our work under an organizational structure, we founded Drama Film Production. And, with our first script, Blue Bicycle, we
have taken a first step on a long journey.

How did the idea of this movie come about?
I spent my childhood in a poor Anatolian village. Like every child, I dreamed of having
a bike. I wanted a blue bike. I was saving my pocket money in the hope of buying one
myself. However, I could never put aside enough money. One day, my father turned
up with a red bike. This bike weighed as much as I did, and it was as big as me. He
bought it to commute to his job in the factory. And, that huge bike became my first
bike. Those were the years following the military coup in 1980. A principal that looked
and acted like a military officer was appointed to our school in the village. The girl,
the students council president, was my childhood love. I was looking forward to the
days when I would be able to impress her by riding my bike. As soon as another boy
enrolled our school, the principal removed the girl we elected from the post. And, he
put in charge the grandson of a big landowner. That made us very angry. However,
there was nothing we could do. We did not know how to cope with it. The memory
of the blue bicycle and my childhood love remained vivid. Twenty years after this
incident, I came across an article in a newspaper. That article was about a boy living
in a town in the east Anatolia. He was removed from his class presidency post by the
principal. But, he did not give up and launched a campaign to regain his presidency.
The struggle he waged against the principal appeared in the press and he eventually
recovered his position. That newspaper article became the final piece in the puzzle.
The blue bicycle had found what was missing. The pocket money I was saving, my
childhood love deprived of her presidency, and an article in the newspaper… All those
came together in my mind and gave birth to the plot.
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Visual Narration

Locations

Blue Bicycle is a story of hope. The winter cold and the children’s
struggle to hold onto life constitute an important dichotomy. In order to capture the emotional fluctuations of the children and their
perception of life, we aimed at shooting fast paced scenes by using
a mobile camera. I think this also helped us to better explain the
way they conceive life. This technique boosted the sense of reality,
and emphasized the ironic and playful approach adopted by children. This approach was influential in determining the technique.
We avoided using lighting dramatically and chose a softer form of
lighting that would establish the balance during transition from
open to enclosed spaces. In places where light was too dull, a color
and light set up was established to reflect the changes taking place
within the child. The camera was placed on the shoulder or an
easy rig was used. It was not set on a tripod in any of the scenes. A
vibrancy was achieved by moving the camera along with the characters. The dynamic camera was more suitable for our emphasis on
the children’s feelings.

All the locations in the film are real. And the actors were from
the same region so that there was an affinity between place, time,
incidents and people.
			

Casting
The protagonists of Blue Bicycle are children. There was a special
workshop designed for child actors chosen from the region. We
started with some 400 children and reduced the number to 100
during pre-production. We established a special workshop for
twenty out of the 100. The workshop was conducted by a children’s
acting coach and was completed in the first two weeks of the
pre-production process. In the workshop, we worked on problems
such as improvisation and acting. A cameraman was included
to accustom the children to the existence of the camera and to
improve their improvisation skills. The main objective was to
keep the children focused on their role whatever happened during
the shooting, and enable them to react to changing situations by
preserving their cool. The team working in the workshop with the
children remained on the set.
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Music

The use of music is important in the film but does not dictate feelings. It occupies the same place it does in our daily lives. We hear
different tunes for a variety of different situations. This might be a
worker singing happily, a child singing to himself, or just the radio
playing. At the end of the film, the spectators shouldn’t be influenced by one factor more than another. It is the whole of the movie
that should impress the spectator, not its individual components.
He should leave the cinema with the feeling of having seen a good
film. One that asks important questions about childhood and life.
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MORE ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
What is the movie about?
Blue Bicycle is the story of a boy who seeks justice. Twelve-year-old Ali’s father loses
his life while working on a farm. However, his body is found by the railroad tracks.
Ali and his mother believe that his father died at the farm but they cannot prove it for
lack of witnesses. Ali cannot abide the adult world’s injustices. He assumes the role
of his father, helping his mother by working at a tire repair shop while he continues
school, and saving the tips he gets at the shop to buy a blue bicycle he dearly covets.
Meanwhile, at school. Salim, butler of the farm where Ali’s father died and maybe
the only witness of his death, has just enrolled his grandson Hasan. A week later, the
school principal removes the students’ council president Elif, who was unanimously
elected, and installs Hasan in her stead. For the principal it isn’t a big deal, but it is for
Ali. With his best friend Yusuf, Ali uses the money he saved for the blue bicycle and
launches a campaign against the principal. Events that started with an anonymous
letter catch the attention of a journalist through an SMS campaign and it is soon all
over the media. The principal backs down because of the pressure, but Elif and her
family have moved out of town because of her mother’s illness. In the meantime, a
surprise witness comes forward in the matter of Ali’s father’s death: wife of the butler...

Does the movie reflect the current realities in today’s Turkey?
Blue Bicycle is a reflection of current life in Turkey. Turkey is a country where the judicial system has major problems. Even a simple court case can take up years. Seeking
justice for a poor family is like digging a well with a needle. Doors are shut in your
face, you can be threatened, and you can even be subject to violence. When it comes to
children, the system is weak. It is not possible for a child to seek justice or even have
a right to speak. It is an environment where a child is not accepted as an individual.
With Blue Bicycle, I wanted to talk about how a child deals with the injustice he faces.

How did you work with children?
Children constitute the main characters of the film. When we first started to talk
with the crew about the script, they had serious concerns. We were going to work
with kids and work in winter... It seemed daunting. However, when they saw the
pre-production, they were convinced. For a year-and-half before shooting, with
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Nursen Çetin Köreken, we started work with children in the region the film was shot.
We approached about 400 children. We talked with each of them. We met with their
families. We explained the process. And in summer 2014, we provided basic cinema
training to about 100 children. The primary goal of this training was to introduce the
kids to cinema. At the end of the program, we had them shoot a short movie. Until the
pre-production, we continued to return to the location, get together with children,
and implement the workshops Nursen prepared. During pre-production, we intensified the program. I specifically wanted to develop the children’s ability to improvise.
Instead of simply giving them the script, we tried to make the children understand the
events the script described. During the last two weeks of pre-production, we began
more specific work with 20 kids and chose the main characters from among them. We
used other children as extras in class and school scenes. Since we loved to work with
children, this process was extremely enjoyable and dynamic for us.

How did you find your main actors?
We chose the main actors with our casting director Nursen Çetin Köreken. We kind
of shared this task. She decided some of the roles, I decided others. Normally, some
other children were chosen for main roles. Those children even acted in one of our
short films. However, six months before the shooting, they suddenly grew taller and
their voice thickened with the effect of puberty. Therefore, we paid more attention
to other children we worked with. Until the last three days of the pre-production, the
lead role was not determined. Nursen suggested someone for Yusuf and I really loved
the boy. He got the part. Nursen also found the school principal. The leading role was
completely my decision. The entire crew thought another kid would be the lead. Since
we were going to start shooting, I watched the videos of all kids we worked with and I
entered the set with my list of actors. Everyone was surprised. I was sure Selim could
handle the work. Despite having a very tough winter, despite repeatedly shooting in
the snow, despite their wet feet, all the children did a wonderful job.
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How long did the shooting continue?

Was it difficult to shoot in winter?

Film production continued for total of 9 weeks, including 4 weeks
of pre-production and 5 weeks of production.

At the time we shot the film, Akşehir was enduring the coldest
and snowiest winter of the last 25 years. So much snow had fallen;
the crew had to stop working and stayed at the hotel an entire
day during the pre-production. There were days we had to stop
shooting because of heavy snow. We also had major problems with
weather continuity. Since it was the semester break, we did the
school shootings in the first ten days of the break, and it was cold
but sunny. After that, it snowed so much, I had to reshoot most of
the school scenes and revise the script. The weather outside was
freezing but luck was always on our side and no one got hurt The
children were used to the climate; they were healthy and snowy
days were fun for them.

Was it difficult to finance the movie?
With the 2010 General Directorate of Cinema Script Development
Support, our goal to convey our own unique perspective about
child, family, and community relations to a wider audience got a
serious response. Of course, the process from 2010 to 2016 is the
outcome of faith, patience, work, and labor. We chose to finance
Blue Bicycle with funds. We received 2013 General Directorate of
Cinema Film Production Support, after that respectively; with the
CineKid Film Festival Co-Production Market Best Project Award,
Eurimages Production Support, Doha Film Institute Post-Production Support, support of the Municipality of Akşehir where the
film was shot and other local institutions, and with the cooperation
of TRT, we were able to realize our movie.

In which region did you shoot the movie?
I preferred to shoot the film in and around of the mid-Anatolia
city, Akşehir, which is the hometown of famous humorist Nasreddin Hodja and the place I spent my childhood. This is why; we did
not have to search a lot for locations.
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Why every scene was shot only in one single plan?
I am a director who comes from the theatre. For many years, I
wrote plays for radio and stage. I was imagining the film as one
single plan while writing the script. I never thought cutting into
a detail or a face. All that was needed was entering and exiting
the scene. We talked with DoP for long hours about how to do it.
As I explained my idea, he was convinced and started to come up
with new ideas as well. Timing is very important for a single plan.
Everything goes well at the beginning of scene but can turn upside
down in the end of the scene. Or a scene that starts horribly wrong
can end up very nicely. The single plan did not work on some
scenes. This is why; I had to combine several scenes. Shooting single plan was truly exciting. When you catch the right moment and
when everything goes well, you are carried away with excitement
at the end of scene.
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ANECDOTES
Heavy Snow
When we were in the third week of shooting, the news reported that it would snow
heavily all over Turkey. We waited nervously. There were still two more weeks to the
end of filming and snow would really challenge us. That day, contrary to the news,
the weather was wonderful and it was such a great day to film. None of us assumed
at all it would snow. We went to our rooms that night fully content. First thing when
I woke up in the morning, I opened the curtains. I could not believe my eyes. There
was almost half a meter of snow outside. I had only seen that much snow in one night
in the eastern part of Turkey. I hurried to the lobby. The crew were already there
and brooding about what to do. It was impossible for the vehicles to leave. We were
not able to step outside of the hotel. We held a meeting with the participation of our
producer Nursen and decided to take a break that day. In fact, we had our break two
days earlier. And according to the news, the snowfall was supposed to intensify. That
day, for the first time, we thought of postponing the shoot for about two months. We
held meetings discussed the advantages and disadvantages. If it continued to snow
like that, inevitably, we were going to postpone. Even if we postponed the filming,
the crew had to stay there. Because the roads were closed, stranded passengers began
to arrive at our hotel. We decided to wait a day and decide according the situation.
We needed to finish the film and the crew’s motivation was dropping. I made a quick
decision that night and I studied the script in detail. I revised all the scenes after scene
75 for snowy conditions. That meant about 30-35 scenes. There were already completed scenes among them. By re-shooting them, all the scenes will have snow after the
75th minute of the movie. We got a new printout of the revised script and we turned
the snow an advantage. The weather slowly softened and it stopped snowing. But the
snow was on the ground until the end of the shooting and brought a snowy atmosphere to that part of the film.
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ANECDOTES
Yusuf’s leg
Eray, who acted the part of Yusuf, started to limp on the third day of filming immediately after a scene. We thought it was a temporary condition. But it wasn’t. There was
some kind of spasm in his leg and it looked serious. Someone from production took
him to the hospital. The doctor who attended him said there was nothing wrong with
his leg and sent him off after applying a muscle relaxant cream. However, despite the
doctor’s assessment, the boy wasn’t able to walk. Since he was one of the leads, the entire crew were anxious for him to get well. We did not have the chance to replace him,
which would have meant discarding three-days’ worth of film. In addition, we were
going to shoot fast paced scenes and we had another 4 ½ weeks to go. I immediately
called his father to the set and held a very positive meeting with both. I told them that
Eray’s health was very important for us, that we would find a solution if he was not
feeling well, that I trusted him, and we would solve the problem together. Because I
believed Eray was the right person for the role of Yusuf and I wanted to continue with
him. This time three of us went to another doctor. The physician said that there was a
tension in his leg muscle, it was probably due to exhaustion and he would prescribe a
relaxant cream. He told him to massage his leg every morning and evening with this
cream. That day, after the examination and the cream, Eray did become relaxed and
started to run around freely. He seemed happy. When we finished filming that day,
the effect of the cream was gone and his leg started to ache again. It was impossible
for us to complete shooting like this. When we were returning from set that day, we
had a long conversation with Eray. He was trying to look calm but it was obvious he
was extremely nervous. Although we constantly had the camera among the children
during our preparations, we understood that he was nervous in front of the camera
and he needed moral support. We realized he needed that that the trust and faith we
had in him be seen by his family as well. That night, Nursen and I visited him at home
and we discussed what it meant to play the role of Yusuf, and the need to have the
support of his family. This visit was very good for Eray. After seeing that adults trusted
him and said so to his family, Eray’s self-confidence increased and caused him to get
well and continue to film.
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Blue Bicycle has received the following funds, awards and
workshops during its development phase
2015

DOHA Film Institute Post Production Support

2015

Antalya Film Forum Work in Progress Workshop

2015

İKSV Meetings on the Bridge Work in Progress Workshop

2014

Eurimages Production Support

2014

Meeting on the Bridge Turkish-Germany Co-Production Development Fund

2013

Amsterdam Cinekid Co-Production Market Best Project Award

2013

Turkish Culture Ministry General Directorate of Cinema Production
Support for the First Time Directors

2012

İKSV Meetings on the Bridge Project Development Workshop

2010

Turkish Culture Ministry General Directorate of Cinema Script Writing and
Development Support
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BIOGRAPHY
Director/Scriptwriter/Producer

Ümit Köreken

Nursen Çetin Köreken
Producer / Scriptwriter

Born in Akşehir, Turkey, in 1978, he graduated from Anadolu
University’s Faculty of Business Management. He has written for
radio, theatre and screen. His plays and stories were published in a
wide variety of print and online media. He studied digital filmmaking in 2011.

Born in Bulgaria in 1981, she studied Turkish Language & Literature and Tourism & Hotel Management. She has written radio
plays, stories, stage plays, and scripts. Since 2010, she has concentrated her efforts on making movies.

Filmography

DoP

Completed Films
2016

Blue Bicycle / Feature Film
Production Support from the Turkish Ministry of Culture
Production Support Eurimages
Post Production Support Doha Film Institute
Turkish German Co-Production

2015

Blue Bicycle / Feature Film / Teaser

2011

The Line / Short Film

Niklas Lindschau
Cinematographer Niklas Lindschau (b.1982) has worked as an
operator, editor, and cameraman for various films and commercials
while studying at the Hamburg Media Academy and at a camera
master class at the Hamburg Media School.

Cafer Ozan Türkyılmaz
Composer
Cafer Ozan Türkyılmaz was born in Turkey in 1984. He graduated
from Ankara State Conservatory in 2010. He lives with his wife
and the daughter. and operates a music studio. Since 2010 he has
worked as a composer for Turkish and international film productions.

Ali Aga
Work In Progress
2014

Cherry Keeper / Short Film

In Development
2016
2014
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Gaydırı Gubbak / Feature Film
The Quest / Feature Film

Editor
He graduated from Anadolu University’s Faculty of Sciences - Cinema-TV Department. He began his career at TRT (Turkish National
Television) as an assistant director and editor. He also worked for
Filma-cass and Digital Arts. In addition to editing full-length films
he also edits commercials, documentaries, and video clips, and
teaches and participates in number of workshops.
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BIOS – MAIN CAST
Selim Kaya – Ali
He was born in the village of Üçhöyük in Akşehir, Konya in 2002. He is in his senior
year at the Reis Şeker Middle School. He attended the Basic Components of Cinema
and Camera Acting workshop organized by Drama Film Production between 20142015.

Eray Kılıçarslan – Yusuf
He was born in the village of Yeniköy in Akşehir, Konya in 2002. He is in his senior
year at Mualla Nigar Middle School. He attended the Basic Component of Cinema and
Camera Acting workshop organized by Drama Film Production between 2014-2015.

Bahriye Arın – Elif
She was born in Akşehir, Konya in 2002. She is in her senior year at Akşehir Atatürk
Middle School. She attended the Basic Component of Cinema and Camera Acting
workshops organized by Drama Film Production between 2014-2015.

Katya Shenkova - Halime
Born in Bulgaria in 1981. She graduated from the departments of Turkish Language
& Literature and Tourism & Hotel Management and began pursuing an acting career
in 2000. Since 2007, she has been involved in radio, theatre and scriptwriting. Since
2010, she has concentrated her efforts in the field of moviemaking.

Fatih Koca – Principal
He was born in the village of Konurören in Konya in 1981. He completed his primary
and high school education in Kulu, Konya. During his high school education, he acted
in stage plays at an amateur level. He graduated in theology from Samsun May 19
University. He began work as a teacher for the Turkish Ministry of Education in 2002
and has worked as a teacher and principal in Ankara, Kırklareli, Van and other cities
across Turkey. He is married and has a daughter. Currently, Fatih Koca is the Principal
of Reis Şehit Mesut Şeker Middle School in Akşehir, Konya.
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PRODUCTION COMPANY PROFILE
Drama Film Production
Main Producer
Drama Film Production was founded by Ümit Köreken and Nursen Çetin Köreken in
2013. Drama Film Production is a creative, young, independent, and internationally
oriented production company based in Istanbul, Turkey. Drama Film, aims at making
films, which show that children are individuals with their own personalities. If we
achieve this, we will have helped make the world a more peaceful and habitable place.

Papermoon Films GMBH
Co-producer
Berlin based Papermoon Films GmbH is focused on the production of high quality
feature films in the art-house and crossover segments for the national and international cinema market. The company’s partners are Dorota Budna and Dr. Oliver Thau.
Dorota Budna is a graduate of the “International Film School” in Cologne. Initially
she worked as director for a German-Polish development office in Wroclaw. Oliver
Thau oversees production for Papermoon Films. From 1999 to 2003, he was vice
chairman of Scotia International AG, Munich, following his appointment as head of
international acquisitions at Scotia Films in Munich a leading German independent
distributor. Early in his career, Mr. Thau spent several years at StoryControl, a script
developing agency. He holds several degrees from Berlin University, including a BA
in Literature, as well as a PhD in Sociology. He is a founding member of the German
script editor association.

INTERNATIONAL SALES
ATTRACTION DISTRIBUTION
info@attractiondistribution.ca
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LINKS
Our social media accounts
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/mavibisikletfilm

Twitter
@FILMaviBisiklet

Instagram
@mavibisikletfilm

Website
www.mavibisikletfilm.com
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CREDITS
Oyuncular / Actors
Ali
Yusuf
Halime
Müdür
Elif
Veysel
Hasan
Kahya
İnci
Lastikçi
Manifaturacı
Kahya Karısı
Nine
Gazeteci
Veysel Arkadaşlar

Veysel Baba
Kahya Avukat
Halime Avukat
Kamyon Şoförü
Matematik Öğt.
Yerel Gazeteci
1. Öğretmen
2. Öğretmen
Müzik Öğretmeni
Resim Öğretmeni
3. Öğretmen
Marketçi
Tren Yolu Bekçisi

Selim Kaya
Eray Kılıçarslan
Katya Shenkova
Fatih Koca
Bahriye Arın
Mustafa Küçükibiş
Burak Vurdumduymaz
Turan Özdemir
Beren Yiğit
Mustafa Şimşek
Melek Ateş Karagöz
Nafia Köreken
Ayşe Solmaz Filiz
Ender Yeşildağ
Ramazan Tombul
Fatih Gürlek
Şeref Can
Kaya Kayaalp
Bilgehan İlhan
Mevlüt Yarar
Rıdvan Sağlam
Ali İlker Gencer
Ömer Kaya
Vedat Ünal
Osman Bacılı
Bünyamin Akın
Gülizar Arslan
Yıldız Kayaalp
C. Ozan Türkyılmaz
Samet Oruç
Gülizar Arslan
Adem Köreken
Ömer Olçum

Casting

Nursen Çetin Köreken

Yapımcı/ Producer

Ümit Köreken
Nursen Çetin Köreken

Cep Telefonu Sat.

Ortak Yapımcılar / Co-Producers

Senaryo / Written by

Uygulayıcı Yapımcı / Line Producer
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Oliver Thau
Ufuk Genç
Kaan Kurbanoğlu
Dorota Budna

Ümit Köreken
Nursen Çetin Köreken

Kaan Kurbanoğlu
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Yapım Koordinatörü / Production Coordinator

Ender Yeşildağ

Görüntü Yönetmeni / Director of Photography

Niklas Lindschau

Sanat Danışmanı / Art Consultant

Sanat Yönetmeni / Art Director

Kurgu / Editor

Müzik / Composer

Mehmet Erenkaya

Ali Aga

C. Ozan Türkyılmaz

Yapım Amiri / Unit Production Manager

Murat Celik

Yapım Asistanlari / Production Assistants

Ozan Sapaz
Ulaş Sapaz

Yerel Lokasyon Sorumlusu / Local Locations

Yardımcı Yönetmen / First AD

Yönetmen Yardımcılari / ADs

Focus Puller

Kamera Asistanları / Camera Asistants

DIT

Ses Operatörü / Sound Operator

Boom Operatörü / Boom Operator

Saç & Makyaj / Hair and Make up Artist
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Natali Yeres

Adem Köreken

Nezih Helvacıoğlu

Tarık Yıldız
Tuğçe Sarı
Kağan Göktepe

Selami Şimşek

Mert Özercan
Gözde Yavuz

Kemalettin Sert

Mustafa Bölükbaşı

Kadir Kandemir

Esma Keskin
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Sanat Asistanlari / Art Director Assistants

Özge Sari
Toygun Uysal

Kostum Asis. / Costume Designer’ s Asst.

Selin Fidancı

Işık / Lighting

Işık Şefi / Gaffer

Mehmet Cemal Toz

Işık Asistanları / Electricians

Adem Güney
Gökhan Kocaoğlan

Set

Set de Set

Set Amiri / Key Grip

Kemal Şahin

Set Asistanı / Grip Assistant

Alican Şahin

Kamera Ekipmanı / Camera Equipment

Cineİstanbul

Catering

Ulaşım / Transportation

Kamera Aracı / Camera Van

Senaryo Çeviri / Script Translation

İngilizce Alt Yazılar / English Subtitles

Muhasebe / Accounting

Film Sigortası / Film Insurance

Basın ve Halkla İlişkiler / Press and PR

Afiş Tasarım / Poster Design
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Hundez Işık ve Film

Koçum Lokantası

Mesafe Turizm - Mehmet Azkın

Mustafa Tekbas

Murat Güneş

Lucy Wood

Zini Mali Müşavirlik - Halit Zini

SPA Sigorta

bkz. Banu K. Zeytinoğlu İletişim

Emre Parlak
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Fragman / Trailer

Jenerik Tasarım / Credit Design

Drama Film Yapım Asistanı / Drama Film’s Ass.

Çocuk Oyuncu Sorumlusu / Responsible For Child Actors

Kamera Arkası Video / Back Stage

Altyazı Operatörü / Subtitles Operator

Editör Asistanı / Asistant Editor

Ek Dublaj Sanatçıları / Additional Dubbing Artists

Yerel Basın Danışmanı / Local Press Agent

Doruk Kaya

Caner Özçoban

Elif Sevtap Gürbey

Ömer Kaya

Tugay Durmaz

Sabri Eren Öztürk

Umut Demirelli

Melih Ceylan
Bekir Çiçekdemir
Elifcan Küçük

Atilla Memiş

Post Production Team

Cine Impuls

Mix
Sound Design
Dialog Edit

Luigi Rensinghoff
Udo Hilbert
Turgay Uygur

Cine Chromatix

Colorist
2K Conforming
Postproduction Supervisor
VFX Supervisor
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Luisa Herrmanns
Peer Sandham
Henryk Jarosch
Johannes Mewes
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VFX Coordinator

Catrina Chelariu

Lead Compositor

Max Marvin Kuper

CG Artist

Kishore Guntuku

Win Pel Production bv

Foley Artist

Tijn vd Wetering

Foley Recordist

Tim Grommé

Head of Budget

Birgit Schoolmeesters

Sınıf Çocuklar / Children in the Classroom

Bekir Peker
Ece Nur Duman
Fadime Şanlı
İpek Ökesli
Kübra Ceylan
Merve Ataman
Ömer Kaytan
Sabra Yıldırım
Selen Sezgin
Sude Berre Çetin

Figürasyon / Supporting Cast
Adalet Çavdar . Ahmet Ant . Ahmet Arda Vural . Ahmet Buğday . Ali Efe . Ali Öylek . Arif Can Şener
Arzu Vural . Atilla Kertiş . Aydoğan Çokçevik . Ayşe Hilal Onat . Aziz Ökesli . Badesu Arın . Bayram Kahya
Bekir Yaka . Berna Aydın . Burcu Ökesli . Cihan Sonkol . Çınaray Kılınçarslan . Çisil Kervan . Damla Kol
Dilan Okumuş . Durmuş Kırs . Ebru Kersler . Ege Argunhan . Elif Sağlam . Elif Yılmaz . Emine Altuntaş
Emine Kaçar . Emine Nur Buğday . Emrehan Çetin . Ergün Dirlik . Ergün Yılmaz . Erol Zeren . Ersen Filiz
Esma Açıkgöz . Fikriye Temel . Funda Zeren . Furkan Ulaş . Gülsün Demirezen . Günseli Demirezen . Hasan Avcı
Hasan Gündüz . Hasan Hüseyin Uçak . Hatice Gül Aşkın . Hatice Kahya . Hüseyin Angılcı . Hüseyin Mert Acar
İbrahim Temel . Kader Can . Kadriye Arın . Kazım Sır . Kıymet Demirezen . Kudret Gezgin . Mehlika Şahin
Mehmet Akif Akkaya . Mehmet Askın . Mehmet Civlez . Mehmet Gülez . Mehmet Vural . Mesut Düzgün,
Mevlüt Ünlü . Mevlüt Yarar . Muhammet Musa Arı . Muradiye İpek . Mustafa Ünlü . Neslihan Elif Örs . Nisa Başar . Nuriye Sır
Onur Kaan Olçum . Onur Öztekin . Ömer Batuhan Odabaşı . Ömer Çetin . Ömer Demirezen . Ömer Emre Dilber
Ömer Faruk Yürük . Raif Yavuz . Ramazan Bal . Ramazan Gelenler . Ramazan Öylek . Ramazan Yılmaz
Rasim Başkan . Raziye Okumuş . Sabri Ateş . Selda Ünal . Sena Dolmacı . Sena Nur Aydın . Sevan Armağan
Çaylı, Sudenaz Yıldırım . Suna Örs . Şerife Yuvalı . Tuğba Uçak . Tuncay Konuk . Uğur Berat Şekeroğlu . Ulaş Çetin Köreken
Volkan Altuntaş . Yunus Ege Aydın . Yusuf Kurt . Zehra Nur Buğday . Zeki Kılıç . Zeliha Yılmaz . Zeliha Yiğit
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Özel Teşekkürler / Special Thanks
Ulaş Çetin Köreken . Şerif Çetin . Feriha Çetin . Mehmet Demirhan . Zeynep Özbatur Atakan . Nadir Öperli
Yamaç Okur . Roberto Olla . Vadim Lysikov . Susan Newman . Iris Cadoux . Khalil Benkirane . Vanessa Paradis
Isabel Castro . Renate Roginas . Claudia Landsberger . Fleur Winters . Marsel Kalvo . Jim Masters . Natsuko Ohama
Tayfun Pirselimoğlu . Azize Tan . Gülin Üstün . Ali Gemuhluoğlu . Akşehir Belediye Başkanı Dr. Salih Akkaya
Akşehir Kaymakamı Yalçın Sezgin . Akşehir Cumhuriyet Başsavcısı Oğuzhan Dönmez . A.Bahadır Örs
Yüksel Erkan . Mustafa Yıldırım . Mehmet Ziyanak . Kadir Koyuncu . Erdal Çiftçi . Ethem Paşa Bakırcı
Faruk Aslım . Muhammet Abit . Mustafa Doğan . İhsan Yazıcı . Selen Ak . Gülten Zeybek . Yılmaz Ezici
İnan Cem Cengiz . Yakup Algül . Ayhan Cumbul . Betal Özay . Çınaray Kılıçarslan . Uğur Tombul

Teşekkürler / Thanks
Konya Valiliği . Konya Emniyet Müdürlüğü . Akşehir Kaymakamlığı . Akşehir Cumhuriyet Başsavcılığı
Akşehir Belediyesi . Akşehir İlçe Emniyet Müdürlüğü . Akşehir İlçe Milli Eğitim Müdürlüğü
Reis Ortaokulu . Akşehir Cumhuriyet Başsavcılılğı . Akşehir Halk Eğitim Merkezi Müdürlüğü
Akşehir Öğretmen Evi Müdürlüğü . Akşehir Garı Şefliği . Akşehir Belediye BaşkanYardımcısı Yahya Yıldız
Akşehir Bel. Kültür Müdürü İbrahim Öncel . Akşehir Belediyesi Kültür ve Sosyal İşler Müdürlüğü Çalışanları
Akşehir Adliyesi Çalışanları . KonTV Hanımeller Programı . Yeniköy Halkı . Üçhüyük Halkı . Reis Halkı
Ömer Özkoca . Mehmet Koyuncu . Hayati Koyuncu . Türkan Pınar Çiğdem . Halil Ibrahim Öz . Ahmet Güvendik . Hilal Seyhan
Sezen Kayhan . Azra Deniz Okyay . Sinan Yusufoğlu . Barış Sarhan . Umut Kırcalı . Gülşah Büktür . Mine Yazıcı . Ahmet Yazıcı
Nergis Sürücü . Seda Yılmaz . Mehmet Sürücü . Nazlı Pakkan . Barış Çokgür . Yılmaz Petrol . Üçhüyük Market . Ahmet Ünal
Kamil Özus . Şefik Özus . Mega Radyo . Bülent Karagöz . Şenol Kozan . Zeynep Yıldırım . Cihan Aslı Filiz . Serkan Yıldız . Bülent Doruker
Ercan Altuntaş . Yılmaz DişçiReis Şehir Mesut Şeker Ortaokulu Müdürlüğü . Yüksel Erkan . Melike Çetin . Ayaz Production - Yücel Ayaz
Onur Koç . Zümrüt Burul . Tolga Karaçelik . Funda Akgül Erman . Aslı Ertürk . Mehmet Özgür Candan . Yasin Ali Türkeri

Müzik / Music
Dolmuş içi Radyo / Radio in Minibus

Tamirhane Radyo Müziği 1 / Radio in Repair Shop 1

“İNDİM EVDEN ÇARŞIYA”
Söz - Müzik / Lyrics and Composition
C. Ozan Türkyılmaz - Ufuk Önderoğlu
Vokal - Bağlama - Kayıt / Vocal - Baglama - Record
Ufuk Önderoğlu
Studio Cadde

“VARDIM MERAM DÜZÜNE”
Söz - Müzik / Lyrics and Composition
C. Ozan Türkyılmaz - Ufuk Önderoğlu
Vokal - Bağlama - Kayıt / Vocal - Baglama - Record
Ufuk Önderoğlu
Studio Cadde

Tamirhane Radyo Müziği 2 / Radio in Repair Shop 2
“SALDIN SEVDAYI ÖZÜME”
Söz - Müzik / Lyrics and Composition
C. Ozan Türkyılmaz - Ufuk Önderoğlu
Vokal / Vocal
Funda Yolay
Bağlama - Kayıt / Baglama - Record
Ufuk Önderoğlu
Studio Cadde

Recording, Mixing, Mastering, Oğur Sazı / 6 String Baglama
C. Ozan Türkyılmaz

E-Bow
Erdal Yapıcıv
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Bu Film Proje Aşamasında Aşağıdaki Ortak Yapım Platformlarına Katılmıştır.
This film participated the Following Co-Production Platform During the Development Stage.

İKSV Köprüde Buluşmalar Proje Geliştirme Atölyesi 2012
İstanbul Film Festival Meeting on The Bridge Project Development Workshop 2012
İKSV Köprüde Buluşmalar Work in Progress 2015
İstanbul Film Festival Meeting on The Bridge Work in Progress 2015

Cinekid Film Festivali Co-Production Market

Antalya Film Festival Antalya Film Forum Work in Progress 2015

World Sales and Festival Contact
Attraction Distribution
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Bu Film Aşağıdaki Kurumların Desteği ile Gerçekleşmiştir
This Film is Produced with the support of

Bu film Euroimages tarafından desteklenmiştir.
This Film is Supported by

Bu film T.C. Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı Sinema Genel Müdürlüğü’nün katkılarıyla yapılmıştır.
This film is made with the support of T.C. Culture and Tourism Ministry Cinema General Directorate of Cinema.

Bu film TRT katkılarıyla yapılmıştır.
This film is made with the support of TRT.

Yerel Destekçilerimiz / Local Supporters

Akşehir Belediyesi . Akşehir Sanayi ve Ticaret Odası . Akşehir Ticaret Borsası . Sabah Sobaları . Yıldırım Triko . Serkan Gofret
Aksel Turizm . Aksantaş Süt Ürünleri . AKYEM . Özpark Otel . Ökesli İstanbul Pazarı . Aslımlar Market . Mavcı Otomotiv
Çıtır Simit . Güvendik Pastanesi . İpşir Mobilya . Mesafe Otomotiv . Kanaat Cam . Köroğlu Kitap Kırtasiye
Dörtyol Plastik Ambalaj . Turanlar Ticaret . Akbalık Restaurant . Başak Gıda . Şahin Unları
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Türkiye - Almanya Ortak Yapımı
Turkish - German Co-Production

Drama Film Prodüksiyon - papermoon films GmbH Ortak Yapımı
Drama Film Production - papermoon films GmbH Co-Production

© 2016

Technical Information
Digital / 2:35 / 5.1 / 93.5 minutes, Turkish Language, Children and Family Film.
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LINK FOR TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Pvxu8fk87w
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